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  Certain crimes are more prominent in certain areas over another. Elements of the 

environment can affect why the crimes occur either positively or negatively. Social 

disorganization theory has a basis where crime occurs due to communities instead of an 

individual level. Therefore, by using the assumption that the environment affects criminal 

activities, my project focuses on this relationship by examining crime hotspots within the 109th 

precinct in the borough of Queens, NY. By comparing crime rates from the precinct to the 

borough, we can identify which crimes are more prominent in the precinct. By using NYPD 

crime statistics and NYC crime map I was able to see the percentage of number of crimes. In 

order to find the crime rate, I used the number of crimes/ (number of persons/ 1000). In order 

to find the number of persons in Queens I used the census and divided the number by 1000 

since the NYC crime map uses the number of crimes per 1000 residents so we can compare if it 

is higher than the entire borough’s crime. In the 109th precinct I had found Grand Larceny is 

prominent. After identifying the problematic crime type I looked at potential environmental 

factors to explain the disparity between Grand Larceny within the 109th precinct and the 

borough of Queens.  Using InfoShare I compared these two geographical areas by examining 

the environmental factors of schools, NYC facilities, lead exposure and public housing. Using 

social disorganization theory, I was able to hypothesize that crimes occurred due to these 

factors. Through this analysis I found that business, public transportation, and population 

density have a large influence on crime within the five hot spots in the precinct. Using 

systematic social observation of the areas of hot spots we can see these factors play a role in 

the community and environment. I used hot spots given by the NYC crime map, and Google 

Maps to conduct this observation and look at the streets where crimes frequently occur to 

measure the presence of crime attractors. The higher crime attractors there are the more likely 

a crime will occur in an area and my research explores this link.  When the three identified 

factors are in the same area, together, there is an increased chance of crime occurring.  


